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WHERE HAS THIS COME FROM?
• The National Student Survey
• Questionnaire annually to students in final year of all
programmes in Higher Education in the UK
Edinburgh MBChB
• Very high scores for overall satisfaction (97%),
teaching, resources, personal development
• Moderate scores for student support and advice
• Low scores for assessment
• Very low scores for feedback to students on their
performance and helping them improve

AN ANSWER -

PERSONAL TUTORS
Not just medicine –
every University of Edinburgh
undergraduate student to have a PT
from September 2012

WHAT DOES “PERSONAL TUTOR”
MEAN IN MEDICINE?

What do Edinburgh MBChB students say? – National
Student Survey 2012, free text comments
•

“During my time at medical school I have seen noticeable improvements being made
on providing feedback to students.”

But….
•

“Feedback is often very late and not specific to the individual, which doesn't allow
identification of specific weaknesses or strengths.” “Feedback is very inconsistent.”
– and so on

•

“DoS system is difficult as we have very little contact with them and no opportunity
to develop a relationship which would be useful when references are required.”

•

“Assessment of PPD has been very inconsistent over the clinical years.”

•

“The student experience is one of passing through a system, as opposed to feeling
engaged in an individualised environment and feeling valued.”

•

“One thing that could have improved my experience of university would have been
getting support from the counselling or other support services earlier in my course,
which I didn't do, as I wasn't sure if I should do/needed to and felt unsure about what
it would involve.”

4 DOMAINS
•

“During my time at medical school I have seen noticeable improvements being made
on providing feedback to students.”

But….
•

“Feedback is often very late and not specific to the individual, which doesn't allow
identification of specific weaknesses or strengths.” “Feedback is very inconsistent.”
– and so on

•

“DoS system is difficult as we have very little contact with them and no opportunity
to develop a relationship which would be useful when references are required.”

•

“Assessment of PPD has been very inconsistent over the clinical years.”

•

“The student experience is one of passing through a system, as opposed to feeling
engaged in an individualised environment and feeling valued.”

•

“One thing that could have improved my experience of university would have been
getting support from the counselling or other support services earlier in my course,
which I didn't do, as I wasn't sure if I should do/needed to and felt unsure about what
it would involve.”

Personal Tutoring on the Edinburgh MBChB
4 overlapping and inter-connected domains
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Personal Tutoring – 4 domains
• Academic support (helping students to
improve their academic performance)
Academic support

Personal and
Professional
Development

Pastoral care

• Personal and professional
development (helping students to
develop as a future doctor, reflect and
plan a career)

Community of learning

• Community of learning (helping
students to identify with the medical
school and the NHS and feel that they
are known and valued as an individual)
• Pastoral support (helping students in
difficulty)

PERSONAL TUTORING – THE ESSENTIALS
•

Every student has a Personal Tutor (PT)

•

Each PT allocated 12 students - a Personal Tutor Group (PTG)

•

Personal Tutors arrange a group meeting of the Personal Tutor
Group at the start of each year of study

•

Personal Tutors arrange two individual meetings during each
year of study (one per semester or equivalent)

•

PT responds to other requests for contact/help

•

Personal Tutor Groups arrange peer tutoring/mentoring, study
groups, and other self-supporting activities

•

Personal Tutor Groups consider other activities to promote a sense
of community and belonging

PERSONAL TUTOR GROUP (PTG) YEARS 1, 2 and HONOURS

PT
12 students
(4 from each Year)

Meetings supported by Student Experience Officer

PERSONAL TUTOR GROUP (PTG) YEARS 3, 4 AND 5

PT
CTA
clinical students x 12
(4 from each Year)

In addition:

Clinical Tutor Associate (CTA) - a doctor in
training - meets each student once per month for
individual tuition and feedback

PERSONAL TUTORING – THE SUPPORT TEAM
Student Experience Officer (SEO)
•

administrative support - the “nerve centre” for all communications related to student
support

•

assist in the planning and organisation of meetings

•

help ensure that meetings and tutorials are logged and recorded, using new IT
systems in EEMeC

Senior Tutor (MBChB)
•

advise Personal Tutors in delivering academic and PPD support to students

•

oversight of the PT provision for medical students

Dean of Pastoral Care (medicine)
•

deal with issues requiring expert pastoral support, working with SEO and other
support services

Dean of Students (CMVM)
•

Oversight of Personal Tutoring in the College, integration across the University

DEAN of STUDENTS
(CMVM)
Allan Cumming

SENIOR TUTOR
(medicine)
Margaret Cullen (ST)
Kirsty Dundas (Assoc ST)

PERSONAL TUTOR
GROUPS
(Years 1 & 2, Honours)

PERSONAL TUTOR SCHEME
MBChB PROGRAMME
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH

STUDENT
EXPERIENCE
OFFICER (SEO)
Debra Mailey

DEAN OF PASTORAL CARE
Fanney Kristmundsdottir
Transfer of
information (ToI)

PERSONAL TUTOR
GROUPS
(Yrs 3, 4, 5)

HEAD OF PPD
Professional Development Committee
Margaret Cullen

STUDENT SERVICES

GROUP MEETING OF PERSONAL TUTOR
GROUP AT START OF YEAR –
“GETTING TO KNOW YOU”
• familiarisation, communication and socialisation
• briefing on preparatory and follow-up work
• aims for the Personal Tutor Group for the year
discussed and agreed
• include aspects such as peer tutoring, other student-led
group activities, social agenda

GROUP MEETING OF PERSONAL TUTOR
GROUP AT START OF YEAR –
practical issues
• Personal Tutor puts possible meeting “slots” for the
group meeting on the PT section of EEMeC
• Students in the group select one of these, and let PT
(and CTA) know; copied to Debra Mailey
• Debra will create 12 slots on that day for the students to
“book” – one each
• After the meeting, each student enters a note of the
meeting on their “notes” page – might be the same for
all, “copied and pasted” (otherwise no record of
attendance)

GROUP MEETING OF PERSONAL TUTOR GROUP AT START OF YEAR
Sample agenda
1.

Welcome/introduction from Personal Tutor

2.

Everyone introduces themselves – year of study, where they come from,
professional interests (e.g. career plans), personal interests and hobbies, etc

3.

Everyone says a few words in turn about what they understand about Personal
Tutoring and what they hope to gain from it

4.

Open discussion of Personal Tutoring – aim to reach a consensus about what it is
for, perceived benefits, share experiences

5.

PT sets background for individual meetings (see next three slides), including
preparatory work, and the procedures for booking and recording notes

6.

[Year 3/4/5 groups - CTA outlines arrangements for monthly tutor sessions.
Discussion of timings, location, desired format and content]

7.

Discussion of “communication” and possible strategies – email, EEMeC, social
media, etc

8.

Discussion of possible peer-to-peer activities, study groups and other forms of
collaborative learning

9.

Discussion of “socialisation” – each person suggests a possible Group activity for
the coming year, choose the best

10. Plan for the year – to be “scribed” and circulated for inclusion in the “notes”
section of EEMeC
11. Any other competent business
[ Personal Tutor should “chair” meeting initially, but could hand over to student(s) later if
seems appropriate. A “scribe” should take notes. ]

INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS WITH PERSONAL TUTOR (1)
Review performance (drawing on evidence)
Reflect and make a plan for the following 6 months

•

Review progress, including a brief statement on strengths and
weaknesses

•

Together look at a range of evidence - including:
– Generic Professional Skills reports (online)
– CV (online, updated for the meeting)
– Exam results (online)
– Peer feedback (online)
– Other feedback – stored within e-PDP on EEMeC
– Feedback from CTA meetings (Years 3/4/5)
– Portfolio entries, feedback provided on these
– Presentations / papers and other examples of achievement

INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS WITH PERSONAL TUTOR (2)
Review performance (drawing on evidence)
Reflect and make a plan for the following 6 months
•

Discuss extracurricular / personal factors. May include social and/or
health issues, or questions about career choices

•

Student and Personal Tutor agree a plan - goals and actions.
Should follow from strengths and weaknesses and be achievable and
measurable.

•

Note of meeting recorded by student on Personal Tutoring section of
EEMeC - checked and if necessary added to by Personal Tutor

•

may inform references, career advice, or special circumstances,
disciplinary or appeals matters

•

pastoral care issues may be communicated (with student’s consent) to
the Student Experience Officer and the Dean of Pastoral Care
(medicine).

PERSONAL TUTORING in YEARS 3, 4 and 5
•

Personal Tutors in Years 3, 4, and 5 supported by a Clinical Tutor Associate
(CTA)

•

CTA provides each student with 0.5 hours of individual tuition per month during
term (can be “time averaged” to suit CTA and students)

SHOULD INCLUDE •

“bedside teaching” with formative assessment and immediate feedback

•

mini-CEX as a key tool (also known as “SCEE”s in parts of the UG curriculum)

•

Topic/area agreed with student in advance

could also include
•

help with study strategies or exam technique

•

discussion of difficult topics from the curriculum

•

any other support and advice as agreed with the student

•

Student makes note of the meeting, including feedback provided; CTA checks,
amends if necessary and liaises with Personal Tutor regarding progress

“MACLEOD”
(OR SIMILAR)

A USEFUL
RESOURCE

EEMeC IT system

THE NOTES
SCREEN –
open format, but
must have
content

Where the student keeps their evidence

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH RESOURCES TO
SUPPORT PERSONAL TUTORS AND TO HELP RUN
SUCCESSFUL GROUP MEETINGS
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/institute-academicdevelopment/learning-teaching/academic-pastoral

University of Edinburgh resources for Personal Tutors
Guidance and ideas for group meetings
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/institute-academic-development/learningteaching/academic-pastoral/support/resources/groups
Guidance and ideas for discussion topics and management of individual meetings
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/institute-academic-development/learningteaching/academic-pastoral/support/resources/individuals
Springboard resources
Designed to be adapted locally to help students prepare for meetings and other topics
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/institute-academic-development/learningteaching/academic-pastoral/support/resources/adaptable-resources
Guide for staff on supporting distressed students
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/student-disability-service/staff/supportingstudents/help-distressed-students
Produced by the Counselling and Disability Services
Introduction to Graduate Attributes as background for personal tutor meetings
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/institute-academic-development/learningteaching/academic-pastoral/support/graduateattributes
Produced by the Career Services
Advice sheets on how to give study development guidance and advice on study
difficulties
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/institute-academic-development/learningteaching/academic-pastoral/support/study-advice/guidance

THE MBChB STUDENT SUPPORT TEAM
Debra Mailey

Student Experience
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